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The book teaches expert and best practice based security and patch management of Microsoft environments, using any of the
three covered Microsoft offerings (Microsoft Operations Manager, Systems Management Server, and Windows Update Service).
After detailing installation and configuration of each of the products, it goes beyond these basics to show the methods
administrators should implement to keep their systems patched, secure, and up-to-date.· The Basics of Operations Management·
MOM, SMS, and WSUS: How They Fit Together· Installing Microsoft Operations Manager 2005· Installation of SMS· Installing and
Configuring Microsoft Update and Windows Server Update Services· MOM Configuration and Administration· MOM and SMS
Agents· Management Packs and Components· Management Pack Drilldown for Windows Server· More on Management Packs·
Third-Party Management Packs and Product Connectors· Using SMS and MOM to Manage Security and Patching· Monitoring·
Securing Your MOM, SMS, WSUS, and WU Installation· Reporting· System Center and the Dynamic Systems Initiative
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the International Conference on Informatics in Secondary Schools - Evolution
and Perspectives, ISSEP 2005, held in Klagenfurt, Austria in March/April 2005. The 21 revised full papers presented together with
an introduction were carefully reviewed and selected for inclusion in the book. A broad variety of topics related to teaching
informatics in secondary schools is addressed ranging from national experience reports to paedagogical and methodological
issues.
ECDL CAD. Il manualeApogeo EditoreEcdl 98 Success Secrets - 98 Most Asked Questions on Ecdl - What You Need to
KnowEmerge Publishing Group Llc
How can we increase awareness and understanding of other cultures using interactive digital visualizations of past civilizations? In
order to answer the above question, this book first examines the needs and requirements of virtual travelers and virtual tourists. Is
there a market for virtual travel? Erik Champion examines the overall success of current virtual environments, especially the
phenomenon of computer gaming. Why are computer games and simulations so much more successful than other types of virtual
environments? Arguments that virtual environments are impeded by technological constraints or by a paucity of evaluation studies
can only be partially correct, for computer games and simulations are also virtual environments. Many of the underlying issues are
caused by a lack of engagement with the philosophical underpinnings of culture, presence and inhabitation, and there are few
exemplars that engage the public with history and heritage using interactive media in a meaningful and relevant manner. The
intention of Playing With the Past is to help designers and critics understand the issues involved in creating virtual environments
that promote and disseminate historical learning and cultural heritage through a close study of the interactive design principles at
work behind both real and virtual places. Topics discussed include the design of virtual environments, and especially virtual
heritage environments, virtual place-making, cultural presence, the pros and cons of game-style interaction, augmented reality
projects, and appropriate evaluation methods. Virtual heritage environments discussed in the book include projects from
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Antarctica, Australia, Mexico, Malta, Egypt, Babylon, the Netherlands, Cambodia, and India.
'Extraordinary... compelling' - Mail on Sunday 'Exquisitely written... haunting... Few books, I think, capture so well the sense of a
life broken for ever by trauma and guilt' - Sunday Times The rediscovery of a forgotten masterpiece, The Broken House is a
coming-of-age story that provides an unforgettable portrait of life under the Nazis. In 1965, journalist Horst Krüger attended the
Auschwitz trial in Frankfurt, where 22 former camp guards were put on trial for the systematic murder of over 1 million men,
women and children. The trial sent Krüger back to his childhood in the 1930s, in an attempt to understand 'how it really was, that
incomprehensible time'. He had grown up in a Berlin suburb, among a community of decent, lower-middle-class homeowners.
Here, people lived ordinary, non-political lives, believed in God and obeyed the law, but were gradually seduced and intoxicated by
the promises of Nazism. He had been, Krüger realised, 'the typical child of innocuous Germans who were never Nazis, and without
whom the Nazis would never have been able to do their work'. This world of respectability, order and duty began to crumble when
tragedy struck. Step by step, a family that had fallen under the spell of Nazism was destroyed by it. Originally published in
Germany in 1966 but out of print for decades, this moving and tragic portrait of family life under the Nazis is now available for the
first time to UK readers. Yet the book's themes also chime with our own times - how the promise of an 'era of greatness' by a
populist leader intoxicates an entire nation, how thin is the veneer of civilisation, and what makes one person a collaborator and
another a resister. 'An unsparing, honest and insightful memoir, that shows how private failure becomes national disaster' - Hilary
Mantel 'The book that broke the silence... the writing glowers from the page - sorrowful, disbelieving, chastened and yet not
without hope' - Observer
This book constitutes the refereed post-conference proceedings of the IFIP TC 3 Open Conference on Computers in Education,
OCCE 2018, held in Linz, Austria, in June 2018. The 24 revised full papers and 3 short papers included in this volume were
carefully reviewed and selected from 63 submissions during two rounds of reviewing. The papers discuss key emerging topics and
evolving practices in the area of educational computing research. They are organized in the following topical sections:
computational thinking; programming and computer science education; teachers’ education and professional development; gamesbased learning and gamification; learning in specific and disciplinary contexts; learning in social networking environments; and selfassessment, e-assessment and e-examinations.
User Engagement (UE) is a complex concept to investigate. The purpose of this book is not to constrain UE to one perspective,
but to offer a well-rounded appreciation for UE across various domains and disciplines. The text begins with two foundational
chapters that describe theoretical and methodological approaches to user engagement; the remaining contributions examine UE
from different disciplinary perspectives and across a range of computer-mediated environments, including social and
communications media, online search, eLearning, games, and eHealth. The book concludes by bringing together the crossdisciplinary perspectives presented in each chapter and proposing an agenda for future research in this area. The book will appeal
to established and emerging academic and industry researchers looking to pursue research and its challenges. This includes
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scholars at all levels with an interest in user engagement with digital media, from students to experienced researchers, and
professionals in the fields of computer science, web technology, information science, museum studies, learning and health
sciences, human-computer interaction, information architecture and design, and creative arts.
There is no place like home. The conditions of Earth are not just good for life, they are perfect. Everything about our planet - its
size, its distance from the Sun, its spin and tilt, its moon - is perfectly suited to our existence, and our planet's forces serve to
nurture its spectacular biodiversity. A Perfect Planet shows in stunning detail how Earth has always been more than the sum of its
parts. Unlike any other astronomical body, it is a living world. Focusing on four key natural forces - global weather systems
distributing fresh water to all corners; marine currents delivering nutrients to the deepest reaches of the ocean; solar energy
warming and electrifying everything it touches; and volcanic activity fertilising the earth's surface - Huw Cordey reveals to us new
levels of this living world, a place populated with astonishing characters living remarkable lives. From Arctic wolves prowling
moonlit landscapes or wood frogs, frozen in winter and magically thawing back to life, to flamingos flying thousands of miles to a
vast volcanic lake in Africa to breed, we see time and again how animals are perfectly adapted to whatever the environment
throws at them. Packed with over 250 full-colour images, and including a foreword by Alastair Fothergill and stills from the BBC
series' spectacular footage, A Perfect Planet is a stunning exploration of life on Earth - life that is increasingly precious and rare.

Pru is on her own. But then, so are plenty of other people. And while the loneliness can be overwhelming, surely she'll
find a party somewhere? 'She really is the Nora Ephron of North London' Clare Chambers, author of Small Pleasures
Pru's husband has walked out, leaving her alone to contemplate her future. She's missing not so much him, but the life
they once had - nestling up like spoons in the cutlery drawer as they sleep. Now there's just a dip on one side of the bed
and no-one to fill it. In a daze, Pru goes off to a friend's funeral. Usual old hymns, words of praise and a eulogy but...it
doesn't sound like the friend Pru knew. She's gone to the wrong service. Everyone was very welcoming, it was more
excitement than she's had for ages. So she buys a little black dress in a charity shop and thinks, now I'm all set, why not
go to another? I mean, people don't want to make a scene at a funeral, do they? No-one will challenge her - and what
harm can it do? 'I love clever books that make me laugh. Deborah Moggach, queen of social comedy, is on top form.
Superb' Cathy Rentzenbrink, author of The Last Act of Love and Everyone is Still Alive 'Full of warmth and humour, as
well as blistering truths' Daily Mirror
Factfulness meets How to Be Right in this major new book from globally bestselling economist Tim Harford 'Tim Harford
is our most likeable champion of reason and rigour... clear, clever and always highly readable' Times Books of the Year
'If you aren't in love with stats before reading this book, you will be by the time you're done. Powerful, persuasive, and in
these truth-defying times, indispensable' Caroline Criado Perez, author of Invisible Women 'Nobody makes the statistics
of everyday life more fascinating and enjoyable than Tim Harford' Bill Bryson 'Fabulously readable, lucid, witty and
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authoritative . . . Every politician and journalist should be made to read this book, but everyone else will get so much
pleasure and draw so much strength from the joyful way it dispels the clouds of deceit and delusion' Stephen Fry 'Wise,
humane and, above all, illuminating. Nobody is better on statistics and numbers - and how to make sense of them'
Matthew Syed THE SUNDAY TIMES BUSINESS BESTSELLER When was the last time you read a grand statement,
accompanied by a large number, and wondered whether it could really be true? Statistics are vital in helping us tell
stories - we see them in the papers, on social media, and we hear them used in everyday conversation - and yet we
doubt them more than ever. But numbers - in the right hands - have the power to change the world for the better.
Contrary to popular belief, good statistics are not a trick, although they are a kind of magic. Good statistics are not smoke
and mirrors; in fact, they help us see more clearly. Good statistics are like a telescope for an astronomer, a microscope
for a bacteriologist, or an X-ray for a radiologist. If we are willing to let them, good statistics help us see things about the
world around us and about ourselves - both large and small - that we would not be able to see in any other way. In How
to Make the World Add Up, Tim Harford draws on his experience as both an economist and presenter of the BBC's radio
show 'More or Less'. He takes us deep into the world of disinformation and obfuscation, bad research and misplaced
motivation to find those priceless jewels of data and analysis that make communicating with numbers worthwhile.
Harford's characters range from the art forger who conned the Nazis to the stripper who fell in love with the most
powerful congressman in Washington, to famous data detectives such as John Maynard Keynes, Daniel Kahneman and
Florence Nightingale. He reveals how we can evaluate the claims that surround us with confidence, curiosity and a
healthy level of scepticism. Using ten simple rules for understanding numbers - plus one golden rule - this extraordinarily
insightful book shows how if we keep our wits about us, thinking carefully about the way numbers are sourced and
presented, we can look around us and see with crystal clarity how the world adds up.
CyberResearch on the Ancient Near East and Neighboring Regions provides case studies on archaeology, objects,
cuneiform texts, and online publishing, digital archiving, and preservation. Eleven chapters present a rich array of
material, spanning the fifth through the first millennium BCE, from Anatolia, the Levant, Mesopotamia, and Iran.
Customized cyber- and general glossaries support readers who lack either a technical background or familiarity with the
ancient cultures. Edited by Vanessa Bigot Juloux, Amy Rebecca Gansell, and Alessandro Di Ludovico, this volume is
dedicated to broadening the understanding and accessibility of digital humanities tools, methodologies, and results to
Ancient Near Eastern Studies. Ultimately, this book provides a model for introducing cyber-studies to the mainstream of
humanities research.
Sports fans everywhere love a feel-good story, Australians are certainly no exception. If it involves fresh young talent
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taking on the world and winning against the odds, so much the better. That's why the highlight of 2019 was the coming of
age of a brilliant new star in one of the nation's favourite sports, tennis.
The acclaimed chef featured in the Emmy-Award winning US PBS series The Mind of a Chef and the Netflix docuseries
Chef's Table explores the rich baking tradition of the Nordic region, with 450 tempting recipes for home bakers Nordic
culture is renowned for its love of baking and baked goods: hot coffee is paired with cinnamon buns spiced with
cardamom, and cold winter nights are made cozier with the warmth of the oven. No one is better equipped to explore this
subject than acclaimed chef Magnus Nilsson. In The Nordic Baking Book, Nilsson delves into all aspects of Nordic home
baking - modern and traditional, sweet and savory - with recipes for everything from breads and pastries to cakes,
cookies, and holiday treats. No other book on Nordic baking is as comprehensive and informative. Nilsson travelled
extensively throughout the Nordic region - Denmark, the Faroe Islands, Finland, Greenland, Iceland, Norway, and
Sweden - collecting recipes and documenting the landscape. The 100 photographs in the book have been shot by
Nilsson - now an established photographer, following his successful exhibitions in the US. From the pubisher of Nilsson's
influential and internationally bestselling Fäviken and The Nordic Cookbook.
This visually astonishing story takes children on a journey into and through the brain. Simple but beautifully illustrated
metaphors explain the different jobs that our brains do, and how they use brain cells to accomplish them. From the
senses to sleep, memories to making decisions, this book brings the wonder of brains and brain science to life.
Conceived, written and designed by Dr Betina Ip, a pracitising neuroscientist who is also an artist, and a parent of two
young children. Combines anatomical illustrations with metaphorical representations of brain at work. An information
book that has the look and feel of a picture book.
The two volume set LNCS 9758 and 9759, constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 15th International Conference on
Computers Helping People with Special Needs, ICCHP 2015, held in Linz, Austria, in July 2016. The 115 revised full
papers and 48 short papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from 239 submissions. The papers included
in the first volume are organized in the following topical sections: Art Karshmer lectures in access to mathematics,
science and engineering; technology for inclusion and participation; mobile apps and platforms; accessibility of web and
graphics; ambient assisted living (AAL) for aging and disability; the impact of PDF/UA on accessible PDF; standard tools
and procedures in accessible e-book production; accessible e-learning – e-learning for accessibility/AT; inclusive
settings, pedagogies and approaches in ICT-based learning for disabled and non-disabled people; digital games
accessibility; user experience and emotions for accessibility (UEE4A).
There has never been a ECDL manual like this. ECDL 98 Success Secrets is not about the ins and outs of ECDL.
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Instead, it answers the top 98 questions that we are asked and those we come across in forums, our consultancy and
education programs. It tells you exactly how to deal with those questions, with tips that have never before been offered in
print. This guidebook is also not about ECDL best practice and standards details. Instead it introduces everything you
want to know to be successful with ECDL. A quick look inside of the subjects covered: Needed Skills to Create ECDL
Advanced Spreadsheets, Learning the Basics of an ECDL Mock Test, ECDL CAD: Providing Licenses for 2D Design
Professionals, The Need to Take on ECDL Exercises, ECDL Module 6 Ai Showcasing Slideshow Presentation Skills,
How to Find the Ideal ECDL Test Centres, Understanding the Different ECDL Syllabus Versions, Popular ECDL Books, A
Foundation for the ECDL, ECDL Course Learning, ECDL Home: An Overview, Know More about ECDL Through
www.ecdl.com, Understanding ECDL Part 2, ECDL NHS UK Learning Portal: Making Things Easier, What is Module 2 of
ECDL?, ECDL Modules: Testing General Computer Proficiencies and Practical Knowledge, Bewildered by the ECDL?
Help is Three Steps Away, ECDL 4 Essentials, How to Achieve ECDL Learning the Best Way, The New ECDL 2007 4.5
version, ECDL Advanced Word Courses: Creating Superior Documents, ECDL CD ROM: Providing Portability and
Convenience for ECDL Trainees, Proving One's Computer Literacy through ECDL, Online ECDL Training, Practice
Makes ECDL Perfect, ECDL Presentation - The Advantage of Familiarizing MS PowerPoint, ECDL Training on CD, The
More Complicated ECDL Level 3 Course, The ECDL Optional Module Unit E, The ECDL in the UK, What is the ECDL
Test?, A Background on ECDL Level 1, Why Professionals Need to Learn ECDL Modules?, ECDL Exam Details, Steps
to Get ECDL Qualification, What is Part 1 of ECDL?, ECDL Cost and the Value of ECDL Certification, What is Module 1
of ECDL?, Learning ECDL For Free, How to Become an ECDL Expert, ECDL Advanced Excel: Producing Quality
Spreadsheets Experts, Where to Get Practice ECDL Questions, The Benefits of ECDL Excel Training, Understanding
Internet Applications through ECDL Module 7, ECDL Module 8: Demonstrating IT Knowledge Through Practical
Application, The 3 Concrete Benefits of NHS ECDL Portal, ECDL Standard Reference for the NHS, What Are the
Benefits of ECDL Advanced Courses, ECDL.NHS.CO.UK - Tying ECDL and NHS Together to Deliver Better Healthcare
Service, Adoption of ECDL within the UK National Heath Service, and much more...
Age range 14+ Sean hasn't been able to speak a word since he was put into care, and is sent to live with his grandad, a
retired author whom he has never met before. Suddenly living an affluent life, nothing like the world of the estate he grew
up in, where gangs run the streets and violence is around every corner, Sean spends his time drawing, sculpting and
reading his grandad's stories. But his grandad has secrets of his own in his past. As he retreats to the shed, half-buried in
his treasured garden, Sean finds one of his stories about 'The Baku', a creature that eats the fears of children. Plagued
by nightmares, with darkness spreading through the house, Sean must finally face the truth if he's to have a chance to
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free himself and his grandfather from the grip of the Baku.
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the Second International Conference on Intelligent Interactive
Technologies and Multimedia, IITM 2013, held in Allahabad, India, in March 2013. The 15 revised full papers and the 12
revised short papers were carefully reviewed and selected from more than 90 submissions. The papers present the latest
research and development in the areas of intelligent interactive technologies, human-computer interaction and
multimedia.
"A bravura historical debut . . . a gloriously immersive escape." —Guardian Wolf Hall meets The Favourite in Lucy Jago's
A Net For Small Fishes, a gripping dark novel based on the true scandal of two women determined to create their own
fates in the Jacobean court. With Frankie, I could have the life I had always wanted . . . and with me she could forge
something more satisfying from her own . . . When Frances Howard, beautiful but unhappy wife of the Earl of Essex,
meets the talented Anne Turner, the two strike up an unlikely, yet powerful, friendship. Frances makes Anne her
confidante, sweeping her into a glamorous and extravagant world, riven with bitter rivalry. As the women grow closer,
each hopes to change her circumstances. Frances is trapped in a miserable marriage while loving another, and newlywidowed Anne struggles to keep herself and her six children alive as she waits for a promised proposal. A desperate plan
to change their fortunes is hatched. But navigating the Jacobean court is a dangerous game and one misstep could cost
them everything.
This book presents the latest findings in the areas of data management and smart computing, big data management,
artificial intelligence and data analytics, along with advances in network technologies. It addresses state-of-the-art topics
and discusses challenges and solutions for future development. Gathering original, unpublished contributions by
scientists from around the globe, the book is mainly intended for a professional audience of researchers and practitioners
in academia and industry.
This book contains papers in the fields of Interactive, Collaborative, and Blended Learning; Technology-Supported
Learning; Education 4.0; Pedagogical and Psychological Issues. With growing calls for affordable and quality education
worldwide, we are currently witnessing a significant transformation in the development of post-secondary education and
pedagogical practices. Higher education is undergoing innovative transformations to respond to our urgent needs. The
change is hastened by the global pandemic that is currently underway. The 9th International Conference on Interactive,
Collaborative, and Blended Learning: Visions and Concepts for Education 4.0 was conducted in an online format at
McMaster University, Canada, from 14th to 15th October 2020, to deliberate and share the innovations and strategies.
This conferences main objectives were to discuss guidelines and new concepts for engineering education in higher
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education institutions, including emerging technologies in learning; to debate new conference format in worldwide
pandemic and post-pandemic conditions; and to discuss new technology-based tools and resources that drive the
education in non-traditional ways such as Education 4.0. Since its beginning in 2007, this conference is devoted to new
learning approaches with a focus on applications and experiences in the fields of interactive, collaborative, and blended
learning and related new technologies. Currently, the ICBL conferences are forums to exchange recent trends, research
findings, and disseminate practical experiences in collaborative and blended learning, and engineering pedagogy. The
conference bridges the gap between pure scientific research and the everyday work of educators. Interested readership
includes policymakers, academics, educators, researchers in pedagogy and learning theory, school teachers, industrycentric educators, continuing education practitioners, etc.
'Extremely funny, touching and wonderfully refreshing on women and sexual desire' Marian Keyes 'As filthy as it is funny,
you won't be able to put it down' Dolly Alderton Stuck in a dead-end job, broken-hearted, broke and estranged from her
best friend: Violet's life is nothing like she thought it would be. She wants more - better friends, better sex, a better job and she wants it now. So, when Lottie - who looks like the woman Violet wants to be when she grows up - offers Violet
the chance to join her exciting start-up, she bites. Only it soon becomes clear that Lottie and her husband Simon are not
only inviting Violet into their company, they are also inviting her into their lives. Seduced by their townhouse, their
expensive candles and their Friday-night sex parties, Violet cannot tear herself away from Lottie, Simon or their friends.
But is this really the more Violet yearns for? Will it grant her the satisfaction she is so desperately seeking? Insatiable is
about women and desire - lust, longing and the need to be loved. It is a story about being unable to tell whether you are
running towards your future or simply running away from your past. The result is at once tender and sad, funny and
hopeful.
The International Encyclopedia of Information and Library Science was published to widespread acclaim in 1996, and
has become the major reference work in the field. This eagerly awaited new edition has been fully revised and updated to
take full account of the many and radical changes which have taken place since the Encyclopedia was originally
conceived. With nearly 600 entries, written by a global team of over 150 contributors, the subject matter ranges from
mobile library services provided by camel and donkey transport to search engines, portals and the World Wide Web. The
new edition retains the successful structure of the first with an alphabetical organization providing the basic framework of
a coherent collection of connected entries. Conceptual entries explore and explicate all the major issues, theories and
activities in information and library science, such as the economics of information and information management. A wholly
new entry on information systems, and enhanced entries on the information professions and the information society, are
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key features of this new edition. Topical entries deal with more specific subjects, such as collections management and
information services for ethnic minorities. New or completely revised entries include a group of entries on information law,
and a collection of entries on the Internet and the World Wide Web.
This comprehensive manual covers all aspects required by Module 1 ECDL/ICDL Syllabus 4.0. Designed to gradually
build up your knowledge taking a step by step, exercise based approach. The ideal training solution, whether you are a
beginner, or if you just need to fill gaps in your existing knowledge. Module 1 gives an insight into hardware and software
as well as giving examples of how computers are used every day.Approved by the ECDL Foundation.
How do you approach the pressing issues of feminism, sexism, and the patriarchy with the men in your life? Get a copy of Kyle Theory, the
obscenely funny debut book from Instagram artist Lily O'Farrell. Based on the author's wildly popular Instagram account @vulgadrawings,
Kyle Theory is a hilarious and accessible guide to feminism, dating, internet culture, and navigating everyday life. Enjoy cartoons covering
topics like the four types of female characters in every Romantic Comedy, the annoying "allow me to play devil's advocate" argument, and
some adorable DIY instructions for a cute dress made out of the red flags your ex gave you. Warning: don't feed the troll.
From Felicita Sala, the creator of bestselling Lunch at 10 Pomegranate Street, comes this exquisite sequel. In each garden, someone is
tending to their produce. Maria's picking asparagus, Ramon's mum is watering the cucumbers, and a gaggle of kids are eating cherries fresh
from the tree and even wearing some as earrings! Meet the many people of Fleurville, delight in their produce, learn their recipes, and find
comfort in the cycle of the seasons. A Year in Fleurvilleis a cookbook, a mini guide to gardening, and a picture book rolled into one,
celebrating the joys of coming together and sharing the rich rewards of our gardens and kitchens.
One morning in 2011, Libby DeLana stepped outside her New England home for a walk. She did the same thing the next day, and the next. It
became a daily habit that has culminated in her walking over 25,000 miles - the equivalent of the earth's circumference. In Do Walk, Libby
shares the transformative nature of this simple yet powerful practice. She reveals how walking each day provides the time and space to
reconnect with the world around us; process thoughts; improve our physical wellbeing; and unlock creativity. It is the ultimate navigational tool
that helps us to see who we are - beyond titles and labels, and where we want to go. With stunning photography, this inspiring and reflective
guide is an invitation to step outside, and see where the path takes us.
Since the 1950's, Sound and Music Computing (SMC) research has been producing a profound impact on the development of culture and
technology in our post-industrial society. SMC research approaches the whole sound and music communication chain from a multidisciplinary
point of view. By combining scientific, technological and artistic methodologies it aims at understanding, modelling, representing and
producing sound and music using computational approaches. This book, by describing the state of the art in SMC research, gives hints of
future developments, whose general purpose will be to bridge the semantic gap, the hiatus that currently separates sound from sense and
sense from sound.
THE SUNDAY TIMES BESTSELLER 'An inspirational read celebrating the incredible young people who gave so much for this iconic British
aircraft'. John Nichol, bestselling author of Spitfire: A Very British Love Story Despite the many films and television programmes over the
decades since the end of the Second World War that portrays our allied heroes as grown-up men and women, the Battle of Britain was in the
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main actually fought and won by teenagers. The average age of an RAF fighter pilot was just twenty years old. Many of the men and women
who designed and built their planes were even younger. Based on the hit BBC World Service podcast Spitfire: The People's Story, we use
contemporary diaries and memoirs, many of them previously unpublished, to tell the story of the Spitfire through the voices of the teenagers
who risked everything to design, build and fly her. This isn't a story of stiff-upper lips, stoical moustaches and aerial heroics; it's a story of love
and loss, a story of young people tested to the very limits of their endurance. Young people who won a battle that turned a war.
The two-volume set LNCS 7382 and 7383 constiutes the refereed proceedings of the 13th International Conference on Computers Helping
People with Special Needs, ICCHP 2012, held in Linz, Austria, in July 2012. The 147 revised full papers and 42 short papers were carefully
reviewed and selected from 364 submissions. The papers included in the first volume are organized in the following topical sections:
universal learning design; putting the disabled student in charge: user focused technology in education; access to mathematics and science;
policy and service provision; creative design for inclusion, virtual user models for designing and using inclusive products; web accessibility in
advanced technologies, website accessibility metrics; entertainment software accessibility; document and media accessibility; inclusion by
accessible social media; a new era for document accessibility: understanding, managing and implementing the ISO standard PDF/UA; and
human-computer interaction and usability for elderly.
An urgent examination of one of the biggest global crises facing us today—the drastic worsening of air pollution—and what we can do about it
The air pollution that we breathe every day is largely invisible—but it is killing us. How did it get this bad, and how can we stop it? Far from a
modern-day problem, scientists were aware of the impact of air pollution as far back as the seventeenth century. Now, as more of us live in
cities, we are closer than ever to pollution sources, and the detrimental impact on the environment and our health has reached crisis point.
The Invisible Killer will introduce you to the incredible individuals whose groundbreaking research paved the way to today's understanding of
air pollution, often at their own detriment. Gary Fuller's global story examines devastating incidents from London's Great Smog to Norway's
acid rain; Los Angeles' traffic problem to wood-burning damage in New Zealand. Fuller argues that the only way to alter the future course of
our planet and improve collective global health is for city and national governments to stop ignoring evidence and take action, persuading the
public and making polluters bear the full cost of the harm that they do. The decisions that we make today will impact on our health for
decades to come. The Invisible Killer is an essential book for our times and a cautionary tale we need to take heed of.
A fun-filled outdoor activity book, based on four bestselling picture books by Julia Donaldson and Axel Scheffler.

This two-volume set CCIS 166 and 167 constitutes the refereed proceedings of the International Conference on Digital Information
and Communication Technology and its Applications, DICTAP 2011, held in Dijon, France, in June 2010. The 128 revised full
papers presented in both volumes were carefully reviewed and selected from 330 submissions. The papers are organized in
topical sections on Web applications; image processing; visual interfaces and user experience; network security; ad hoc network;
cloud computing; Data Compression; Software Engineering; Networking and Mobiles; Distributed and Parallel processing; social
networks; ontology; algorithms; multimedia; e-learning; interactive environments and emergent technologies for e-learning; signal
processing; information and data management.
The second volume in the bestselling Al-Kitaab Arabic Language Program, Al-Kitaab Part One with Website helps students
develop skills in formal and colloquial Arabic across the four skill areas. The accompanying companion website offers fully
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integrated exercises to use alongside the text.
'Will Burns is a soulful English poet of the kind we don't make enough of' MAX PORTER 'Hugely affecting and timely' LUKE
TURNER 'A boldly struck chord, one that contains many of the dissonances, but also the harmonies, found in England today'
CHRIS POWER In THE PAPER LANTERN, a single speaker charts and interrogates the shifts in mood and understanding that
have defined a surreal, transformative period in both his own history and that of the surrounding area. Set in a shuttered pub - The
Paper Lantern - in a village in the very middle of the country adjacent to the Chequers estate, the narrator embarks on a series of
walks in the Chiltern Hills, which become the landscape for evocations of a past scarred with trauma and a present lacking
compass. From local raves in secret valleys and the history of landmarks such as Halton House, to the fallout of the lockdown
period, climate change and capitalism, THE PAPER LANTERN creates a tangible, lived-in, complicated rendering of a place.
This book is designed for use as a primary introduction to Python and can be used as an introductory text or as a resource for
professionals in industry. The book has been divided into four sections. The first section deals with the language fundamentals,
primarily the procedural part of the language, the second introduces the object-oriented paradigms, the third section deals with
data structures, and the last is devoted to advanced topics like handling multi-dimensional arrays using NumPy and visualization
using Matplotlib. Regular expressions and multi-threading have been introduced in the appendices. FEATURES • Includes
sections dedicated to data structures • Offers in-depth treatment of topics such as classes, inheritance, BST, and NumPy •
Introduces topics like Matplotlib and PIL • Contains exercises for practice and a review of essential programming concepts
Reconsidering the Russian Revolution a century later Reflecting on the fate of the Russian Revolution one hundred years after the
October Uprising, Ronald Grigor Suny—one of the world’s leading historians of the period—explores how scholars and political
scientists have tried to understand this historic upheaval, the civil war that followed, and the extraordinary intrusion of ordinary
people onto the world stage. Suny provides an assessment of the choices made in the revolutionary years by Soviet leaders—the
achievements, costs, and losses that continue to weigh on us today. A quarter century after the disintegration of the USSR, the
revolution is usually told as a story of failure. However, Suny reevaluates its radical democratic ambitions, its missed opportunities,
victories, and the colossal agonies of trying to build a kind of “socialism” in the inhospitable, isolated environment of peasant
Russia. He ponders what lessons 1917 provides for Marxists and anyone looking for alternatives to capitalism and bourgeois
democracy.
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